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DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN 
Follow-Up Analysis Report 

Purpose and Intent
The Downtown Master Plan (DMP) serves as a 
guide for development projects and sets 
forth the City’s vision for the future of 
Downtown Fort Lauderdale. It provides a 
blueprint for the Downtown Regional Activity 
Center (DRAC) with an emphasis on high 
quality building and streetscape design, 
paying specific attention to the relationship 
between buildings and the public realm. The 
intent of this report is to provide a follow-up 
analysis regarding transition measurement, 
building separation requirement, residential 
parking requirement and wind study effects, 
as requested by the City Commission. 

Background 
At a special City Commission workshop on December 18, 2018, the City Commission requested 
that staff initiate an effort to address codification of the DMP. Following the meeting, staff 
prepared amendments to the City’s Unified Land Development Regulations (ULDR) to address key 
DMP design standards to incorporate into the City’s ULDR to promote positive redevelopment.  

The proposed amendments with revisions were presented to the Planning and Zoning Board (PZB) 
on September 16, 2020 with the Board recommending approval by a vote of 8-0, with 
recommendations. The City Commission approved the ordinance on first reading on October 20, 
2020 and adopted the ordinance on second reading on November 5, 2020.   

At the November 5, 2020 meeting, the City Commission discussed the PZB recommendations, 
including adopting a minimum residential parking requirement in the Regional Activity Center – 
City Center (RAC-CC) zoning district, adopting language regarding minimum building tower 
separation, adopting language that would require the transition zone to be measured from the 
property line within the DRAC, as well as a recommendation to study wind impacts between 
buildings. Staff advised that in order to consider these additional amendments, further analysis 
would be required to determine potential impacts. 

This report is a follow-up to the City Commission recommendations and offers an analysis and 
recommendations for the residential parking requirement, transition zone measurement, building 
separation measurement and wind impacts. 
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PARKING REQUIREMENT  
IN RAC-CC ZONING DISTICT 

Analysis 
The Planning and Zoning Board’s recommendation to adopt a minimum residential parking 
requirement in the RAC-CC zoning district was based on the Downtown Civic Association’s 
recommendation of introducing one parking space per residential unit, where the requirement is 
currently market-driven. This has historically been the case, since downtowns typically strive to 
promote less dependency on cars and more dependency on multi-modal mobility.  

Existing parking requirements exempt parking standards for 
residential development in the RAC-CC and RAC-AS districts, 
as shown in Table 3, ULDR Section 47-20. 

ULDR Section 47-20 Parking Requirements – Table 3. 
ZONING DISTICT RESIDENTIAL PARKING 

REQUIREMENT 
RAC-CC   “City Center” Exempt 
RAC-AS    “Arts & Science” Exempt 
RAC-UV    “Urban Village” 1.2 / unit 
RAC-RPO “Residential & Professional Office” 1.2 / unit 
RAC- WMU “Transitional West Mixed-Use” 1.2 / unit or 3 spaces for each 

four rooms with bathroom 

RAC-SMU “Transitional South Mixed-Use” 
 

and 
 

RAC-EMU “Transitional East Mixed-Use” 

Multifamily Requirement: 
Efficiency:  1.75 / unit 
One-Bedroom:       1.75 / unit 
Two-Bedroom:      2 / unit 
Three-Bedroom:     2.1 / unit 
Four-Bedroom (+): 2.2 / unit 

In evaluating Downtown parking requirements, staff analysis 
of  parking for approved development projects in the RAC-
CC zoning district shows that the average parking ratio is 
approximately 1.3 parking spaces per unit, when outliers are 
removed. See Appendix, section A. 

It is not recommended that the minimum parking requirement be increased beyond one space 
per unit.  It is important to recognize that as Downtown Fort Lauderdale continues to grow and 
mature as the County’s regional metropolitan area, access to various modes of transportation 
plays an important role to keep people moving throughout the City and for Downtown’s 
continued economic health. Investments in multimodal transportation options and creating a safe 
and walkable city were identified as top-ranked priorities of the Fast Forward Fort Lauderdale 2035 
Vision Plan.  In support of this vision, in 2014 the City adopted Transit Oriented Development (TOD) 
guidelines (Resolution 14-19). Reducing parking demand and enhancing connectivity was 
identified as part of the strategy to encourage a pedestrian-friendly, vibrant Downtown. The RAC- 
CC in particular is envisioned as the City's’ densest urban core, supported by planned transit 
initiatives that will help to sustain growth, while ensuring safe and efficient mobility. 

TOD offers opportunities to reduce the number of parking spaces below the conventional parking 
requirements for residential and non-residential uses. Reduced parking thereby results in 
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dependency on other mobility modes. In particular, TOD Guideline T6 encourages incorporation 
of Travel Demand Management (TDM) measures into developments and Guideline T7 aims to 
reduce parking to eliminate excess pavement and promote the highest and best use of land. TDM 
measures include a wide range of strategies that aim to reduce traffic impacts and parking 
demand and result in more efficient use of parking resources by improving mobility. TDM measures 
include, programs that encourage alternative modes of transportation, provision of bike facilities, 
vehicle and bike sharing programs, subsidized transit and vanpool programs, shared or reduced 
parking, etc.  

It is recommended that the TOD guidelines be utilized in the analysis of qualifying Downtown RAC 
parking reduction applications. Staff recommends that applications for a parking reduction in the 
DRAC should be reviewed as a site plan level I (administrative) review process, consistent with how 
they are currently reviewed in parts of the Downtown that fall within the Northwest Community 
Redevelopment Area.  

Recommendation  
In response to the City Commission request, and based on staff analysis, a minimum of one space 
per unit is recommended for residential uses in RAC-CC and RAC-AS zoning districts. Qualifying 
projects in Downtown RAC may request a parking reduction through the Site Plan Level I review 
process. 
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TRANSITION ZONE MEASUREMENT 

Analysis 
Downtown Transition Zones were incorporated into the code to ensure a progressive transition in 
height from the more intensive Downtown zoning districts to those less intensive zoning districts 
outside of the Downtown Regional Activity Center. The adopted Residential Transition Zones 
Map is shown below. The transition zone is currently measured from the Downtown Regional 
Activity Center district boundary and generally falls within the center line of the right-of-way. The 
Tarpon River Neighborhood Association made a request to the PZB that it be measured from the 
property line, so that the right-of-way will not count as part of transition depth.   

Map 1. Residential Transition Area Map 
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Map 2. Downtown Character Area Map 

 

 

Recommendation  
The original request was made prior to subsequent amendments to the Downtown Character 
Area Map, which in effect reduced the impacts of the potential height of buildings on the 
boundary of the Downtown RAC from 30 stories to 6 stories (up to 12 stories through the 
conditional use process in the RAC-UV and RAC-RPO zoning districts).  This significantly reduced 
the impact of adjacent buildings. In combination with adopted building step back requirements 
and existing compatibility criteria in RAC-TMU districts, the adopted transition zones and 
character areas adequately address the intent.   
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BUILDING SEPARATION MEASUREMENT 
 
Analysis 
The building tower separation measurement is intended to provide for a horizontal spacing 
distance between building towers to protect access to sunlight and sky views within the 
surrounding context of streets and private and public open space, resulting in more slender towers 
with separation between them, as opposed to more massive building forms. Large, massive 
floorplates  cast long shadows and have inappropriate scale at the street level. 
 
The adopted code states that the minimum distance separation between building towers is 60 
feet, with each property owner being responsible for a minimum of 30 feet on their property when 
adjacent to an abutting lot under separate ownership. 
 
            

 
 
Recommendation  
it is staff’s recommendation that this requirement remain as adopted. Otherwise, for 
development sites where an adjacent tower is closer than 30 feet to the site under consideration 
and an applicant cannot maintain 60 feet of separation, the application would have to be 
approved by the City Commission. 
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WIND STUDY 
 
Analysis 
The City Commission requested that staff analyze 
concerns raised by stakeholders regarding the 
effects of wind from tall buildings on the built 
environment. A Building’s height, shape, and 
location can have impacts on microclimates and 
can influence different effects of wind speeds and 
patterns. 
 
An integral part of building codes in the United 
States includes utilizing American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) design loads and associated 
criteria for buildings including wind loads, as it 
relates to a building’s structural design.  Structural 
engineers typically address this through the 
calculation of wind loads for structures, utilizing tools such as velocity pressure equations and 
wind speed maps, especially in high velocity hurricane-prone regions like South Florida.  
 
In Fort Lauderdale, many high-rise developments utilize wind load studies / wind tunnel tests to 
determine the wind pressure loads for the design of the exterior envelope of the structure, 
including building cladding, to ensure consistency with the Florida Building Code. These types of 
studies can also be used to determine areas where the velocity of the wind may cause an 
uncomfortable pedestrian environment. In some cases, engineering simulations may also be 
used to help designers, engineers and architects identify potential impacts of wind that can help 
to identify and mitigate areas of concern such as impacts on the pedestrian environment. 
 
Staff engaged the Planning Advisory Services of  the American Planning  Association (APA) to  
assist with analyzing wind impacts of buildings. The resulting analysis (See Appendix, section B) 
indicates that cities studied generally use one of four approaches to mitigate the potential 
ground-level wind effects of tall buildings: 

1. Use zoning to require a specific performance. This approach requires buildings to meet 
an objective wind speed standard, which typically requires completing  a wind impact 
study; 

2. Use zoning to require a wind impact study. This approach does not identify a specific 
performance requirement; rather, decision-makers review study results as one input to 
inform discretionary approval processes; 

3. Use design guidelines to mitigate wind impacts on pedestrians. This approach may be 
combined with a wind study requirement or it can be used as a standalone approach. 
Guidelines provide policy support to decision-makers, particularly if a project application 
is denied due to lack of wind impact mitigation strategies; 

4. Use zoning to require building stepbacks above a certain height. This approach is 
common; however, zoning regulations seldom explicitly identify wind impacts as the 
purpose for the stepback. 

It is important to note that per the APA advisory services analysis, several cities referenced below 
have downtowns whose tallest buildings range between 400 and 600 feet (e.g., Hamilton, ON 

Source: https://www.simscale.com/webinars-workshops/porous-media-
and-wind-comfort/ 
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Canada; Honolulu, HI; Mississagua, ON Canada; Oakland, CA; and Ottawa, ON Canada). 
Others are coastal or lakefront cities, where wind currents from large bodies of water can 
compound wind effects from tall buildings (e.g., Boston, MA; Chicago; Hamilton, ON Canada; 
Honolulu, HI; Portland, ME; San Francisco, CA; and Toronto, ON Canada). In addition to building 
height and proximity to a large body of water, other considerations include building orientation 
and added wind discomfort in colder climates. 

Some city guidelines describe metrics to assess pedestrian comfort. Hamilton, Ontario, applies the 
Lawson Beaufort Criteria, which connects tolerable wind speed with different pedestrian activities, 
to apply flexible wind speed requirements depending on on-site activities and adjacent public 
space uses. Portland, Maine, categorizes  pedestrian comfort using Melbourne's Criteria, a 
classification mechanism that describes acceptable and unacceptable wind speeds dependent 
on pedestrian wind speed. Others, like San Francisco, use a baseline wind speed depending on 
whether adjacent areas are used for walking or public seating. Some communities require 
applicants to look beyond the immediate project area. For example, Oakland, California, 
requests wind radius information to conduct a cumulative wind analysis. This approach provides 
a broader understanding of how buildings interact with one another in a downtown area. 
 
Building massing strategies, such as setback requirement at specific heights, also referred to as 
stepbacks, are frequently noted as a way to reduce wind impacts at the ground level. Form-
based building design standards recently adopted in Downtown Fort Lauderdale, include building 
step-backs above the building podium, building height limitations, building tower separation, and 
building tower floorplate size. 
 
Recommendation  
Based on this analysis, it is not clear that the City of Fort Lauderdale has specific issues with wind 
impacts in the Downtown. Should the City Commission wish to pursue additional wind study 
analysis, staff recommend that additional resources including procurement of consulting 
services and conducting additional public outreach to determine if residents, property owners 
and businesses support further zoning changes, which could impact property rights, should be 
considered. 

 
APPENDIX   
 

A. Parking Ratios in RAC-CC 
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B. Wind Analysis Case Studies  

 
Examples of Standards and Guidelines that address Wind (APA PAS Services) 

Jurisdiction 
State | 

Province 
Summary of Standards or Guidelines Reference or Code Citation 

Anchorage AK 

References two sources for wind speed criteria and requires a 
study for forecast wind conditions. It states that developments 
that apply criteria and a wind tunnel test are eligible for a floor 
area bonus. 

§21.07.120.C; §21.11.060.D 

Boston MA 

The Environmental Protection Component section of the 
Development Review and Approval section describe wind 
tunnel testing as a potential requirement for buildings taller 
than 150 feet or in cases where proposed developments 
heights meet or exceed twice the height of adjacent buildings. 

§80B-3.2(a) 

Brampton ON 

 
Brampton's microclimate guidelines present multiple 
characteristics to mitigate wind effects including: 
- Avoid large facades facing prevailing winds 
- Considerations for building placement, including height, 
spacing, and orientation 
- Design elements such as a colonnade and base building roof 
areas to control downward wind flow. 
- Ground-level strategies, such as landscaping, horizontal 
canopies, and parapet walls to reduce wind impacts. 
- Building designs that step back building mass from the base. 

Main Street North 
Development Permit 

System 
Guidelines §6.4.12(c) 

Burlington ON 

 

States that building massing and relationship to base shall not 
have adverse wind impacts at the ground level. It recommends 
podium buildings, while providing design flexibility by stating 
that a portion of a building tower may extend to the edge of 
the building base if a design does not cause adverse wind 
impacts. 

Tall Building Guidelines §3.1 

Chicago IL 

 

Chicago's Development Manual states that a qualitative wind 
impact analysis may be requested for proposed developments 
exceeding 600 feet, adjacent to open space or waterways, or 
when a proposed development is significantly taller than 
adjacent buildings. It specifies that impacts should be captured 
at 4.5 to 5 feet above ground level and requests a description 
of design elements to mitigate wind impacts. 

§17-1-0700; Development 
Manual (Supplemental 
Materials: Wind Impact 

Analysis) 

 

 

Denver 

 

 

CO 

 

Describes wind mitigation strategies and states that projects 
over 400 feet must submit a wind study. 

 

 

Design Guidelines, §4 
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https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/zlup/Planning_and_Policy/Publications/Development%20Manual%20for%20Plan%20Commission%20Projects/Plan_Commission_Manual_FINAL_for_web.pdf#page=15
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/zlup/Planning_and_Policy/Publications/Development%20Manual%20for%20Plan%20Commission%20Projects/Plan_Commission_Manual_FINAL_for_web.pdf#page=15
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/zlup/Planning_and_Policy/Publications/Development%20Manual%20for%20Plan%20Commission%20Projects/Plan_Commission_Manual_FINAL_for_web.pdf#page=15
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/zlup/Planning_and_Policy/Publications/Development%20Manual%20for%20Plan%20Commission%20Projects/Plan_Commission_Manual_FINAL_for_web.pdf#page=15
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/646/documents/Zoning/other_regulations/Design-standards-guidelines/B5_downtown_zoning_design_review.pdf#pagee=28
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/646/documents/Zoning/other_regulations/Design-standards-guidelines/B5_downtown_zoning_design_review.pdf#pagee=28
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Jurisdiction 
State | 

Province 
Summary of Standards or Guidelines Reference or Code Citation 

Edmonton AB 

 

Zoning bylaws indicate that a wind study is required for 
buildings taller than 65 feet. 
Design guidelines provide wind mitigation strategies to 
preserve pedestrian comfort, including setback and stepback 
requirements. 

Zoning Bylaw §§14.2, 
230.5.f; Draft Tall Building 

Design Guidelines 

Hamilton ON 

 

Describes wind targets for new building massing based on open 
space and pedestrian area impacts. References Lawson Comfort 
Criteria, which categorizes acceptable wind speeds based on 
different pedestrian activities: sitting, standing/entrances, 
leisure walking, business walking, and roadway. Encourages 
horizonal canopies and landscaped base buildings as wind 
mitigation strategies. Describes building massing principles to 
mitigate adverse wind effects. 

Downtown Hamilton Tall 
Buildings Guidelines, §5.3 

 

 Honolulu 

 

HI 

 

Requires wind impacts for proposed developments over 350 
feet. In cases with adverse impacts at ground level, proposals 
must describe mitigation strategies. 

§21-3.120-1(a)(6) 

Minneapolis MN 

 

Identifies setback requirements for buildings over ten stories or 
over 140 feet to minimize shadowing and wind impacts. 
Setbacks can start between the third story or 42 feet 
(whichever is less) and the tenth story or 140 feet (whichever is 
less). Open space at the ground level reduce setback 
requirements. 

§591.920 

Mississauga ON 

 

States that a sun/shadow/wind study may be required. 
Accompanying guidelines present triggers for a wind study, 
including building height, number of buildings, site location, 
and site area. The methodology section describes qualitative 
and quantitative techniques. The mitigation strategies section 
describes design guidelines to mitigate unsafe pedestrian 
conditions. 

Official 
Plan §19.4.5; Pedestrian 
Wind Comfort and Safety 

Studies 

Oakland CA 

 

Enables Environmental Review Officer to create criteria for 
assessing adverse environmental impacts, and references 
adopting guidelines to evaluate environmental impacts. The 
California Environmental Quality Act Thresholds of Significance 
Guidelines, which defines significant wind impacts as 
developments that " create winds that exceed 36 mph for more 

Planning 
Code §17.158.320.C; CEQA 
Thresholds of Significance 

Guidelines 
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https://www.edmonton.ca/documents/pdf/current_zoning_bylaw.pdf#page=107
https://www.edmonton.ca/documents/pdf/current_zoning_bylaw.pdf#page=107
https://www.edmonton.ca/documents/pdf/current_zoning_bylaw.pdf#page=107
https://www.edmonton.ca/documents/pdf/current_zoning_bylaw.pdf#page=107
https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/documents/PDF/TallBuildingGuidelinesDraft.pdf
https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/documents/PDF/TallBuildingGuidelinesDraft.pdf
https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/documents/PDF/TallBuildingGuidelinesDraft.pdf
https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/documents/PDF/TallBuildingGuidelinesDraft.pdf
https://www.hamilton.ca/sites/default/files/media/browser/2018-03-16/downtownhamilton-dhtallbuildingsstudyguidelines-mar2018-1.pdf#page=76
https://www.hamilton.ca/sites/default/files/media/browser/2018-03-16/downtownhamilton-dhtallbuildingsstudyguidelines-mar2018-1.pdf#page=76
https://www.hamilton.ca/sites/default/files/media/browser/2018-03-16/downtownhamilton-dhtallbuildingsstudyguidelines-mar2018-1.pdf#page=76
https://www.hamilton.ca/sites/default/files/media/browser/2018-03-16/downtownhamilton-dhtallbuildingsstudyguidelines-mar2018-1.pdf#page=76
https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/ocs/roh/Chapter_21_Art_1-3.pdf#page=78
https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/ocs/roh/Chapter_21_Art_1-3.pdf#page=78
https://library.municode.com/mn/minneapolis/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=MICOOR_TIT20ZOCO_CH551OVDI_ARTXIINMNIMAOVDI_551.920BUHESC
https://library.municode.com/mn/minneapolis/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=MICOOR_TIT20ZOCO_CH551OVDI_ARTXIINMNIMAOVDI_551.920BUHESC
http://www6.mississauga.ca/onlinemaps/planbldg/MOP/Chapter19-Implementation-March13-2019.pdf#page=3
http://www6.mississauga.ca/onlinemaps/planbldg/MOP/Chapter19-Implementation-March13-2019.pdf#page=3
http://www6.mississauga.ca/onlinemaps/planbldg/MOP/Chapter19-Implementation-March13-2019.pdf#page=3
http://www6.mississauga.ca/onlinemaps/planbldg/MOP/Chapter19-Implementation-March13-2019.pdf#page=3
https://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/06113559/Pedesterian-Level-Wind-Comfort-Studies.pdf
https://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/06113559/Pedesterian-Level-Wind-Comfort-Studies.pdf
https://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/06113559/Pedesterian-Level-Wind-Comfort-Studies.pdf
https://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/06113559/Pedesterian-Level-Wind-Comfort-Studies.pdf
https://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/06113559/Pedesterian-Level-Wind-Comfort-Studies.pdf
https://www.mississauga.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/06113559/Pedesterian-Level-Wind-Comfort-Studies.pdf
https://library.municode.com/ca/oakland/codes/planning_code?nodeId=TIT17PL_CH17.158ENRERE_ART2.3CEENREPR_17.158.320CEENREPR
https://library.municode.com/ca/oakland/codes/planning_code?nodeId=TIT17PL_CH17.158ENRERE_ART2.3CEENREPR_17.158.320CEENREPR
https://library.municode.com/ca/oakland/codes/planning_code?nodeId=TIT17PL_CH17.158ENRERE_ART2.3CEENREPR_17.158.320CEENREPR
https://library.municode.com/ca/oakland/codes/planning_code?nodeId=TIT17PL_CH17.158ENRERE_ART2.3CEENREPR_17.158.320CEENREPR
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak051200.pdf
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak051200.pdf
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak051200.pdf
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak051200.pdf
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak051200.pdf
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak051200.pdf
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Jurisdiction 
State | 

Province 
Summary of Standards or Guidelines Reference or Code Citation 

than one hour during daylight hours." These conditions trigger 
a wind analysis if a building is 100 feet or taller, and if it's 
located near a body of water or in Downtown. Applicants are 
required to share a project's wind radius with the city, which is 
used to create a cumulative wind analysis. 

Ottawa ON 

 

Illustrates how step backs can be used to reduce wind impacts. 
Encourages step backs for towers, while stating that a portion 
of a tower can extend straight down, as long this section of the 
building uses wind mitigation strategies at the pedestrian level. 
Encourages use of wind analysis for all high rise developments 
which describes how placement and form minimize potential 
impacts and describes mitigation measures. 

Urban Design Guidelines for 
High-rise Buildings §2.29-

2.31, §3.26 

Portland ME 

 

Presents location, massing, height, and design 
recommendations to maintain acceptable wind conditions for 
pedestrians. It identifies two factors to evaluate adverse wind 
impacts: how wind speeds will impact pedestrian movement 
during and after development, and the impact of wind speed 
on pedestrian seating areas and on the surrounding area. 

Downtown Urban Design 
Guidelines §V 

 

Red Bank 

 

NJ 

 

Requires additional set backs for buildings adjacent to Navesink 
River. Additional five foot setback for each five feet of elevation 
on upper levels of buildings that exceed 50 feet in elevation. 

Planning and Development 
regulations, §490-148, 

Subsection F.(3) 

 

San 
Francisco 

 

CA 

 

Section 148 requires wind mitigation strategies to maintain 
ground-level wind speeds at or below 11 mph in pedestrian 
areas and 7 mph in seated areas. It states conditions for 
exemption and references guidelines for procedures and 
methodologies to implement this section. 

Planning Code §148 

Toronto ON 

 

Includes a principle guideline statement which balances air 
circulation and ventilation, while minimizing "adverse wind 
conditions on adjacent streets, parks and open space, at 
building entrances, and in public and private outdoor amenity 
areas." It provides rationale, issues, and solutions to mitigate 
down drafts and wind tunneling between large buildings. 

Tall Building Design 
Guidelines §4.3 

 

Ventnor 
City 

 

NJ 
Requires high-rise construction to include wind study as part of 
preliminary site-plan review submission. 

Development Regulations 
§102-122, Subsection A(2) 
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https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=26
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=26
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=26
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=26
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=26
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=26
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=39
https://documents.ottawa.ca/sites/documents/files/design_guide_tall_bldgs_en.pdf#page=39
https://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3375/Downtown-Urban-Design-Guidelines#page=35
https://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3375/Downtown-Urban-Design-Guidelines#page=35
https://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3375/Downtown-Urban-Design-Guidelines#page=35
https://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3375/Downtown-Urban-Design-Guidelines#page=35
https://ecode360.com/14160846?highlight=wind%20impacts&searchId=31893799150533379#14160846
https://ecode360.com/14160846?highlight=wind%20impacts&searchId=31893799150533379#14160846
https://ecode360.com/14160846?highlight=wind%20impacts&searchId=31893799150533379#14160846
https://ecode360.com/14160846?highlight=wind%20impacts&searchId=31893799150533379#14160846
https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/san_francisco/latest/sf_planning/0-0-0-18821
https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/san_francisco/latest/sf_planning/0-0-0-18821
https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/ocs/roh/Chapter_21_Art_1-3.pdf#page=64
https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/ocs/roh/Chapter_21_Art_1-3.pdf#page=64
https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/ocs/roh/Chapter_21_Art_1-3.pdf#page=64
https://www.honolulu.gov/rep/site/ocs/roh/Chapter_21_Art_1-3.pdf#page=64
https://ecode360.com/8288129?highlight=wind%20studies&searchId=31895108477761313#8288129
https://ecode360.com/8288129?highlight=wind%20studies&searchId=31895108477761313#8288129
https://ecode360.com/8288129?highlight=wind%20studies&searchId=31895108477761313#8288129
https://ecode360.com/8288129?highlight=wind%20studies&searchId=31895108477761313#8288129
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